
We make decisions, and decisions make us. Decisions determine destiny.
Some decisions are minor and others major. Which dress to buy, which road
to travel by, what to cook, etc., are all minor decisions. Common sense
coupled with experience is just enough for such decisions.

The problem however is with major decisions. Which course to study?
Which career to choose? Which candidate to marry? Such matters in which
decisions are irreversible need to be handled with care. The Lord can always
restore the losses resulting from wrong decisions, but the path is painful.

There are no born decision-makers! Men and women who accomplished
God’s will in their generation and impacted history were those who had
learnt certain principles of decision-making and applied them successfully.
There are usually five steps in decision-making —

1. Pray.

Nothing is right for a Christian if it is not God’s will for him. Dr. Paul S. Rees
(1900-1991) wrote, “To understand the will of God is my privilege; to undercut
the will of God is my peril.”

When we “ask” the Lord, He shall give us the plan. When we “seek” Him,
He shall show us the path. When we “knock” at the doors of heaven, He shall
help us overcome the problems (Mt 7:7).

With the wisdom God gave Solomon he said, “Trust in the Lord with all
your heart, and not on your own understanding; In all your ways acknowledge
Him, and He shall direct your paths” (Prov 3:5,6). Solomon must also have
learnt this truth from his dad. It was in the mind of David to build a Temple.
But God guided him differently. He accepted God’s plan (1 Chr 22:7,8). We normally
think that whatever we plan is right. But the Scriptures teach us to subject
our thoughts to divine check. When we do so, the Lord will cancel or confirm
our thoughts (Prov 16:2,3).

God testified about David that he was a man after His own heart and he
would do all His will. It is a significant observation that he consulted God
so solemnly and frequently concerning his battles, though he was a veteran
warrior. He did not take things for granted or lean on his knowledge and
experience (1 Sam  23:1-4; 30:8; 2 Sam 2:1; 5:19,22,23).

It is alright to have instinctive desires. Even if there may be nothing
apparently wrong with a desire, we will do well if we pray and ascertain
God’s will. Missionary Paul had a consuming desire to visit Rome and
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minister to the saints there. But he did not rush there impulsively. Rather he
kept praying to understand the Lord’s mind in the matter (Rom 1:9,10). In Christian
growth the challenge is not to choose between good and bad but good and better.

Prayer is a mockery when its intention is just to get divine endorsement of our
plans. God reveals His will only when we are willing to “do” it (Jn 7:17). Most people
don’t want to know the will of God in order to do it, but just to consider it! God
will not waste His revelations. “The willing will, that wills God’s will, will dwell
within God’s will,” said Tom Baird.

Anxiety is another factor that hinders proper decision-making. A calm mind
better understands God’s mind (Phil 4:6,7). We should resort to a season of prayer
when we are at crossroads. At times we may have to wait for days and months.
If God delays, it is usually to prepare our minds to accept what He wants to say.
Therefore waiting time is not a wasted time.

Jeremiah 33:3 is a favourite text to many. “Call Me and I will answer you and
tell you great and unsearchable things you do not know.” Someone called it as
Heaven’s telephone number: 333! But do we know that the Lord gave Jeremiah this
promise “while he was still shut up in the court of the prison?” (v1). Let’s learn to
wait through the night for the sunrays.

2. Study.

The Bible is the Word of God. It contains the mind of God. It teaches the will
of God. It unfolds the plan of God. It explains the wisdom of God. It reveals the
mysteries of God. It proclaims the purposes of God. It underlines the dislikes of
God. Therefore the Bible is indispensable in the process of decision-making.

While commissioning Joshua to continue the mission after the death of Moses,
the Lord gave him a formula for prosperity and success. “This Book of the Law shall
not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate in it day and night, that you
may observe to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your
way prosperous and then you will have good success” (Josh 1:8). The very first
Psalm teaches the same truth (Psa 1:2,3). When the Law of God is in our hearts,
none of our steps shall slide (Psa 37:31). God’s Word is a lamp and a light
(Psa 119:105). A Bible-lover shall hardly make a blunder (Psa 119:165).

Daniel was distressingly troubled and confused over the visions he received.
He literally fainted. But when he opened the Book, his confusions cleared up
(Dan 7:15,28; 8:27; 9:1,2). But we are more interested in the Bible covers than in
the Bible contents! We are afraid to open the Bible frequently lest the zip gets spoilt!

Regular meditation of the Scriptures is basic to stay in the will of God. But when
we are to take a major decision, some special study and searching is necessary.
We must ask, “Does the Bible commend this act or condemn it?” A diligent
search never goes unrewarded.
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Surprisingly most of our questions are answered by the plain teaching of
the Bible. For instance, the Bible condemns unequal yoke (2 Cor 6:14).
Therefore there’s no need to pray about a marriage proposal if the proposed
candidate is not a believer. Similarly, the Bible does not tolerate adulteration of
truth or flirting with apostasy. Therefore it is meaningless to pray to find out
whether you can go to a liberal or modernistic Bible College (2 Jn 10,11).

Staying with the Bible and within the Bible is safe. “What does the Scripture say?”
This question guided Christ and His apostles in difficult situations.

The study of biographies and autobiographies of men and women of God is also
helpful when we are passing through the valley of decision. Each person of course
had been led in a different way, but certain practical guidelines can be learnt from
their lives. Paul encouraged the believers in Philippi to practise whatever they had
seen in him (Phil 4:9). He persuaded young Timothy to remember his way of life,
besides the Holy Scriptures the latter had learnt from childhood (2 Tim 3:10,11,14,15).
Many young people have found God’s will for their lives while reading
missionary biographies.

Thank God for the flood of devotional books, magazines and CDs. Some of them
will be of timely help at the hour of decision.

3. Consult.

Consulting others is scriptural and essential. Look at these Bible texts:
“Where there is no counsel, the people fall; but in the multitude of counsellors
there is safety” (Prov 11:14). “Without counsel, plans go awry, but in the multitude
of counsellors they are established” (Prov 15:22). “The apostles and elders came
together to consider this matter” (Acts 15:6). “The manifestation of the Spirit is given
to each one for the profit of all; for to one is given the word of wisdom... to another
the word of knowledge” (1 Cor 12:7,8).

We can at once think of three circles of people whom we can consult—

a) Family

Because of familiarity, we normally don’t value the counsel of our family
members much. This is to our disadvantage. The family is a warm support and
welded strength while taking major decisions.

The Bible illustrates this truth adequately. Moses listened to his father-in-law
and escaped burnout (Ex 18:1-17). Ruth followed the guidance of her mother-in-law
and embraced blessing. When Abraham didn’t know what to do with Ishmael, God
told him to listen to his wife (Gen 21:12). Children must consult their parents with
confidence (Prov 1:8). And none of the above need be one way. More often than we
think, children get unusual insights into situations. Parents should not hesitate to
benefit from them.
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b) Friends

We have both believing and unbelieving friends. It is a false notion that
no unbeliever can give sane counsel. In several instances unbelievers exhibit
more practical wisdom than believers. Jesus Himself acknowledged this fact
(Lk 16:8). At the same time, the Bible prohibits consulting those who are
outrightly wicked and ungodly (Psa 1:1).

We must earnestly request fellow believers to pray for us and help us.
Daniel was obviously the leader of the prayer group in Babylon. In everything
he was head and shoulder above his friends. But he humbly sought their
help (Dan 1:17; 2:17,18). Similarly Jesus sought the help of His friends even
though He pretty well knew their instability (Mt 26:37,38). That was a
crucial hour for Him to decide for God’s will.

c) Elders

Ezekiel 7:26 speaks of prophets, priests and elders. The prophet has the
vision, and here the Spirit is the focus. The priest has the law, and here the
Word is the focus. The elders have counsel, and here the experience is the
focus (Job 8:8). Pastors, preachers and leaders must cordially help people in
decision-making. Of course not all seniors are mature enough to guide
others in every issue. How one’s guidance to others has helped them can be
broadly observed before approaching that person for consultation (Heb 13:7).

A Warning!

Counsellors should not become controllers! No one can dictate decisions
to another. Though Timothy was a trainee under Paul, the latter gave
sufficient freedom to the young man to decide things for himself. He simply
told him to “consider” what he had said, assuring that the Lord would give
him further understanding (2 Tim 2:7). Paul manifested this noble behaviour
with his other coworkers also. When Apollos was quite unwilling to visit
Corinth at one instance, though Paul strongly urged him, he left it to
himself saying, “He will come when he has a convenient time” (1 Cor 16:12).

We must beware of dictatorial prophecies. Revelations are not always to
be taken as directions. Sometimes they are just informations to be suitably
interpreted and applied. Poor Paul was once caught up in the midst of a
senior prophet and four junior prophetesses. The prophecy was that if Paul
would go to Jerusalem he would be bound by the Jews and handed over to
the gentiles. There was nothing untrue about that prophecy, but Paul discerned
it to be just an information and not instruction. He was right. The Lord later
appreciated His servant for his ministry in Jerusalem (Acts 21:8-14; 23:11).
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No parent should force a decision on a grown-up child, especially when
the child loves the Lord and walks in His ways. The son or daughter must
have liberty to choose another course if he or she honestly feels that the directive
of the parents in that situation is not “in the Lord” (Eph 6:1).

On the other hand, if we are part of a ministerial team, we must gladly cooperate
with the decisions of leadership. In an army or a cricket team it cannot be
otherwise, isn’t it? If you have a different opinion, just suggest politely and leave it
at that. Accept what the leaders finally decide as God’s will for you. This is why we
need to pray much for our leaders. Is not the king’s heart in the hand of the Lord?
Can He not turn it wherever He wishes like the channels of water? (Prov 21:1;
Rom 13:1; 1 Tim 2:1,2).

4. Analyse.

God’s promises of guidance are not given to save us the bother of thinking!
The carnal mind may be a hindrance but the renewed mind is an asset whereby
we can understand the “good, pleasing and perfect will of God” (Rom 12:2). Away with
the idea that to think is unspiritual. The lazy and blank mind is prone to deception.
God has gifted us with a “sound mind” and He urges us to use it by stirring it up!
(2 Tim 1:6,7).

The first thing to analyse is the circumstances. “If our circumstances find us in
God, we shall find God in our circumstances,” asserted George Muller (1805-1898)
who was excellent in finding God’s will.

After anointing Saul as King, Samuel guided him where to go and what to do.
He concluded his instructions with these words: “Do as the occasion demands; for
God is with you” (1 Sam 10:7). A New Testament illustration of this principle is in
Paul’s letter to the Philippians. While planning to send Timothy to enquire about
their welfare, he penned, “I hope to send him at once, as soon as I see how it goes
with me” (Phil 2:23). Yes, all circumstances in the life of God’s children are ordered
by Him (Rom 8:28).

It is also necessary to test the alternatives before finalising the decision.
The pros and cons must be studied. Paul Miller in his book, Knowing God’s Will,
suggests three questions to ask oneself at this stage of decision-making—

1. What do I want to achieve?
2. What do I want to preserve?
3. What do I want to avoid?

Acts 15 presents a striking example. While discussing the issue of circumcision,
the apostles and elders wanted to “achieve” a solution which could be acceptable to
both Jews and non-Jews. They wanted to “preserve” the fundamental truth that
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salvation was by grace alone. And they wanted to “avoid” a split between the two
groups. The outcome of their discussions was felicitous. “No circumcision!” —
This made the non-Jews happy. “No blood!” — This made the Jews happy.
The circular letter announcing this decision had the superscription: “This is what
seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us!” (v28). The divine factor as well as the
human factor exquisitely blended in the decision (1 Chr 13:2).

This brings us to the final step —

5. Act.

Nothing great was ever done without an act of decision. Weeds grow lushly in
the soil of indecision. The man who insists on seeing with perfect clearness before
he decides, never decides. Christian life first and last is a walk of faith (2 Cor 5:7).

The waters will not part until we set foot in the river (Josh 3:13-16). The land
cannot be possessed until our feet walk on it (Josh 1:2,3). We must step out in faith.
It is the so-called element of uncertainty that adds thrill to our walk and work
(Heb 11:8).

God shows one step at a time. As we take the first step we will get enough
illumination for the next steps. “The path of the righteous is like the first gleam of dawn,
shining ever brighter till the full light of day” (Prov 4:18). Missionary Elizabeth Elliot
says, “Nobody knows the will of God for his entire life.” How true! When Paul on the
Damascus road asked Jesus what He would have him do, the answer was simply,
“Get up and go into the city, and you will be told what you must do” (Acts 9:6). If he
had insisted that he would not move from there unless God gave him the
entire blueprint, he would have died as a blind beggar by that roadside.

John Newman (1801-1890), an Oxford scholar, while on a tour of the
Mediterranean after resigning his job, wrote the world famous hymn —

Lead, kindly Light, amid encircling gloom;
Lead Thou me on;
The night is dark, and I am far from home;
Lead Thou me on.
Keep Thou my feet;
I do not ask to see the distant scene; —
One step enough for me!

Even if we don’t fully understand the guidance, we must keep moving trusting
the Guide. At the end we would know that God had not misled us. God’s providence
is like the Hebrew Bible; we must begin at the end and read backwards in order to
understand it!
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When we walk with the Lord
In the light of His Word,
What a glory He sheds on our way;
While we do His good will,
He abides with us still,
And with all who will TRUST AND OBEY.

TRUST AND OBEY;
For there’s no other way
To  be  happy in  Jesus
But to TRUST AND OBEY.

Not a shadow can rise,
Not a cloud in the skies,
But His smile quickly drives it away;
Not a doubt or a fear,
Not a sigh or a tear,
Can abide while we TRUST AND OBEY.

Not a burden we bear,
Not a sorrow we share,
But our toil He does richly repay;
Not a grief or a loss,
Not a frown or a cross,
But is blest if we TRUST AND OBEY.

But we  never  can prove
The delights of His love
Until all on the altar we lay;
For the favour He shows And the joy He bestows
Are for them who will TRUST AND OBEY.

Then in fellowship sweet
We will sit at His feet,
Or we’ll walk by His side in the way;
What He says we will do,
Where He sends we will go,
Never fear,  only  TRUST  AND  OBEY.

— John H. Sammis, 1846-1919
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